Finishing Up

- Standup reports
  - Status
  - Expected results for integration?
- Final meeting planning

Final All-Sites

- Final All-Sites for Saturday 6:00 for ~1 hr. (pizza?)
- Plan is to focus on technical issues and improvements
- Proposed agenda
  - Demos of increment 2
  - Technical issues and suggestions
    - What worked?
    - What should be changed?
  - Discussion
Possible Topics

• Goal: identify issues and make actionable suggestions
  – Ideas for improving the project
  – Ideas for new projects
  – Suggestions on improving the requirements process and methods for better resolving requirements issues
  – Suggestions on improving the process for designing software architecture and communicating design decisions
  – Ideas for better synchronizing the efforts of the different classes.
  – Ideas for better management of configuration management
  – Ideas for more effective system integration and test
  – Improving metrics, metric collection

Schedule

• Today: planning
  – What can we demo?
  – How shall we organize presentations?
  – Homework:
    • Finalize demos
    • Come up with issues and suggestions for Thur.
• Thursday:
  – Check demos
  – Synthesize comments and build presentations
  – Finalize presenters
• Finishing up
  – Peer evaluations
  – Submit final reports, links to deliverables